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１ .SOH metric as explained at EVE-34th by Japan (see P.3)
The physically or technically correct metric should be allowed.

1) For the verification of SOH, both range method and capacity method will be prepared.

(OEM responsibility for SOH calculation algorithm)

2) The above. will be verified by ISC _ Part _ A (Range or Capacity)

3) SOH criteria (MPR) have to be the same numerical values for Range and/or Capacity
The SOH indicator for each indicator (below) is the difference from the certified value in the WLTP Type I test.

F (UBE _ now / UBE _ measured @ ta)

F (EAC _ now / EAC _ measured @ ta)

F (Range _ now / Range @ ta = CoC)

There is a concern about UBE/EAC because the value measured at Type I test is the base value.

(See detailed explanation on page 4).

Definitions is important in SOH metric discussion (matrix summarized in the WLTP.)

Terminology PEV OVC-HEV note

Electric Consumption EAC/PER EAC/EAER

Metric :Capacity
（UBE）

∑ΔEREESS NA
Battery supply energy during 
WLTP operation（Wh）

Metric :Capacity（EAC） power supplied from the power supply(Wh)

Metric :Range
（PER or EAER）

UBE/ECDC

(ECDC  = ΔEREESS/d)
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Range: 1) Range based on WLTP . 2) Range under current driving conditions ( for user information).

We should consider 1) as "Range" here comparing with the other SOH metrics.



Revised EVE34-15e 

ISC_Part_A
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EV range is the certified  declared  value. 

Eac :measured value @ cert test
EC   :measured capacity/declared cert. range

<PROBLEM>
SOH by range and SOH by Eac are different.
<99.9> <94.1>

If the electric consumption is the same, 
it should be well correlated.

The different reason is:
Measured range @ Cert. > declared cert.  range

2.JARI reanalysis results

<proposal>
Both UBE and EAC require definition of 
certification value* as well as EV range
*) declared or adjustment factor

1回目 2回目 平均

SOH_Eac 94.1 94.1 94.1

SOH_Range_cert. 100.9 98.8 99.9

SOH_Range_meas. 95 93.1 94.1

SOH based on certified vehicle range: 72.4 km (P.5)

If the definitions set together, there is a 
good correlation.
SOH_range varies more than SOH_Eac
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N=1 N=2No blended 
mode

catalog SOH

N/A

EAER/AER

Diff 1 &2

Spec table of Prius PHV in Japan

AER

EAER

Eac

N=1 N=2 average
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Prius PHV certification report

EAER

EAC



３．Electric Consumption :EAC/PER <kWh/km>

Deterioration in Electric Consumption
1) Decrease in range (PER)

(1) Reduction of Battery Capacity

(2) Increase in the internal resistance of the battery

(3) Deterioration of efficiency of electric power train components (Inverter loss, motor loss, etc.)

(4) Market conditions (Air conditioners, heaters, changes in running resistance, etc.) 

← This is outside the scope of the IWG and will not be discussed.

2) Increase in the amount of charge from the outlet (Eac)

(1) Deterioration of charger efficiency

(2) Increase in the internal resistance of the battery

Electric consumption: 

The relationship between denominator (range) and numerator (EAC) is considered.

1. Since both the battery capacity and the internal resistance are in the denominator and the numerator , 

the degradation effect should be offset.

2.  Excluding the actual market conditions, only  the efficiency change of the charger and 

the electric power train(*) will affect the Electric Consumption EC.

(*) Actual data of in use vehicles or durability test results, which will show the impact of electric consumption, 

will be prepared and presented in the coming EVE-XX. 6



Electric Consumption
Range

UBEstp is the battery discharge energy before the vehicle speed 
cannot maintain its criteria.
ECdc,wltc is the electricity consumption during the cycle. 
The concern ;How the battery degradation effect to ECdc,wltc ?

where ECdc is ∑ (V * I)/actual mileage during cycle.
The actual cycle distance in DS does not change (Variation exists).
Does battery degradation affect voltage and current?
The energy required to run the cycle is equal before and after 
degradation.
If the motor efficiency is the same, the same VxI is supplied from 
battery.  It means Battery does not affect ∑ (V * I). 
Accordingly,
ECdc,wltc are not affected by the battery degradation.
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PEV：EC Effects due to Battery Degradation

With the decrease in capacity and the increase in internal resistance, the time required to maintain the output voltage becomes shorter, 
the UBEstp decreases. Measuring UBE shows the range effect of battery degradation.



4.Secondary use of batteries

With regard to secondary use of batteries in this GTR, we would like to confirm whether the secondary use of

batteries will be described in Phase 1, and if YES, what items should be considered.

<Examples to be considered>

1) The battery used in vehicle A as a new vehicle might be regulated with SOH of the secondary use of

batteries in different vehicle B as a new vehicle in the future.

The degradation of the vehicle B from the time of certification must be evaluated.

In this case, it is necessary to discuss measures of COP of vehicles using secondary use of batteries

and where to place responsibility for those batteries.

2) How should it be handled when it is used as a spare or substitute battery?

<Proposal>

When you will discuss the handling of secondary batteries, in parallel with the preparation of the GTR

draft (Phase 1), which is required to be developed in a short period of time,

Will the another task team be considered to start?
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5. Information about SAE-OBD-PID

1)Progress of SAE-J 1979
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0xB2 0xF4B2

Traction Battery Pack Performance 

Retention Rate

Traction Battery Pack Performance Retention 

Rate A 0% 100% 100/255% BAT_RET: xxx.x%

BAT_RET shall inform the percent retention rate of in vehicle battery 

energy performance representative of EV range for the electrified 

vehicle, expressed as a percentage from the initial performance. 

Commonly referred to as a variety of State Of Health (SOH).

BAT_RET= 100 X [ current vehicle battery energy performance 

representative of EV range for the electrified vehicle] / [ the initial 

performance ]

Japan has already applied “ SOH “ for the purpose of our guideline to SAE and 

PID has been given.

It will be published in October because it will be voted and published together with J 1979 -2 

(Response to the CARB OBD revision) which is currently underway.



Appendix
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: Shortened Test Procedure

① : Measuring cycle EC (kWh/km) from ∑ voltage x current and cycle travel distance

② : Measure ∑ voltage x current to the point where the vehicle cannot maintain criteria. (= > UBE: kWh)

EV range (km) calculated from UBE (kWh)/cycle EC (kWh/km)

①

②

①Constant speed Constant speed

EAC
UBE

Charger loss

Joule heating loss

Relationship between EAC and UBE as seen from the electricity input 

100
90

89
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DATA required: Comparison between new and durable components

1.Inverter efficiency (It can be substituted by the single durability result.)

2.Motor performance (It can be substituted for the single unit durability result.)

3.Battery performance

The effect of the increase in internal resistance should be minimal.

Main factor for the degradation of  electric consumption
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Inverter Motor

Measure
：V,I

Battery (simplified model)

internal resistance

increase  
switching loss increase Motor efficiency deterioration and 

demagnetization

increase in friction losscapacity decrease

Chemical reactions (characteristic change)

Li(X)O2+C ←→ Li1-x(X)O2＋Lix



Charger
Motor

Battery

Q_inl

Inverter

Loss

_ch

Q_ch Q_bt

Loss

_bt

Loss

_inv

Loss

_mot

EV_range

EV_range = f(Q_bt, Loss_bt, Loss_inv, Loss_mot,)

UBE = g(Q_bt, Loss_bt)
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